Attendance
Forecasting
Case Study

MovieTeam join forces with Cinema Intelligence
to deliver improved labor management to
unique cinema/brewery Flix Brewhouse.

Our Client
Flix Brewhouse (‘Flix’), based in Round Rock, Texas, is not
your average cinema. First-run blockbuster movies are only
the start of the entertainment experience Flix delivers to its
guests. Flix is a “Cinema Brewery” – and that means craft
beer and delicious food forms a big part of their DNA.
With 7 locations across 6 US states and 4 more under
construction, the Flix Brewhouse concept is designed
from the inside out, redefining moviegoing by delivering a
premium viewing and dining experience that includes oneof-a-kind, in-house-brewed craft beer.

The Background;
Our Client’s
Challenge
Every cinema exhibitor focuses on labor costs. Flix
has a unique selling proposition, and this makes
them ever more focused on ensuring they provide
excellent customer experience but prevent overspend
on payroll. How could they get to the nitty-gritty of
achieving that goal?
In creating showtime schedules each week, a lot of
time and effort was already going into predicting
attendance for each cinema. Flix needed each general
manager to be enabled with data insights to optimize
staff planning and better control labor costs.
The 7 Flix cinemas were already using MovieTeam
– a staff scheduling product from Vista Cinema –
the world-leader in cinema management software
solutions. That was a great start.
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‘Attendance Forecasting’ is a new feature of
MovieTeam that enables cinema exhibitors to create
labor budgets based on their attendance forecasts,
maintain and analyse those forecasts, and build their
staff schedule according to the budgets forecast.
Cinema Intelligence (‘CI’) uses machine learning
algorithms to forecast showtime attendance for
the next play week for all cinemas. The forecasting
model uses past cinema performance and historical
information and is optimized based on current admits
and pre-sales data, weather updates, and upcoming
holidays.
Attendance Forecasting is an independent feature
in MovieTeam; but, with its workflow fully integrated
with CI, admit projections are automatically provided,
which optimizes the way the feature operates.
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Committing to a single-site trial using this Attendance
Forecasting combination gave Flix the opportunity to
consolidate and simplify their forecasting process in
one place, then use the forecasts to intelligently build
staff schedules.

Our Impact
During a 36-day trial, a Flix general manager built
forecasts and staff schedules as usual whilst CI and
MovieTeam, using the ‘Attendance Forecasting’
model, built a recommended budget over an
equivalent number of days. This afforded the
opportunity to compare what was actually scheduled
to what would have been scheduled following the
suggested budgets from CI and MovieTeam.
In the 36-day measurement period, CI and MovieTeam
demonstrated a saving of 924 over-scheduled payroll
hours at the trial site when compared with manual
staff scheduling. This reduction in hours delivered
projected annual savings of US$70,000 per cinema
and potentially as much as half a million dollars for the
entire Flix Brewhouse circuit over 12 months.

“

Using the Cinema Intelligence/MovieTeam Attendance
Forecasting feature we optimized our staff hours
and therefore our costs – with no downside for our
customers. It simply means that armed with this
technology solution, we can be confident this aspect
of our business is now performing with maximum
efficiency within our operating standards. Our
Managers also now have more time to devote to the
experience of our guests.”
- Matthew Baizer
COO, Flix Brewhouse
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Summary and
Conclusion
Using ‘Attendance Forecasting’, CI and MovieTeam
completed a ‘proof of concept’ trial with their
client Flix Brewhouse. The result of this trial proved
highly successful for Flix in terms of labor cost
savings and efficiency gains.
Beginning with a Flix general manager generating
projections for admits in MovieTeam as would
normally occur, CI also generated admit projections
for this period which flowed automatically into
MovieTeam.
The CI projections enabled the calculation of
labor budgets that proved a highly accurate
assessment over the 36-day period. In the case
of Flix – an exhibitor with high emphasis on an
in-theatre dining experience – annual cost savings
of US$70,000 were measured for just one of
their 7 cinema sites. The Attendance Forecasting
trial proved successful and has provided Flix with
significant cost reduction opportunities across
their business.

About Cinema
Intelligence and
MovieTeam:
Cinema Intelligence (‘CI’) is a Vista Group company,
providing artificial intelligence solutions for
forecasting, distributor negotiation, automated
scheduling, and business analysis. MovieTeam is Vista
Cinema’s cloud-based staff scheduling solution.
CI’s integration with Vista Cinema’s MovieTeam has
delivered the ‘Attendance Forecasting’ feature that
enables a cinema chain to achieve labor cost savings
and efficiencies using predicted performance data.
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